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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

HYDE TOOLS ROLLS OUT
PIVOTPRO™ GARDEN WATER WAND
SOUTHBRIDGE, MA – Hyde Tools announces the release of the HYDE®
PivotPro™ Garden Water Wand, the latest addition to its growing line of engineered
water tools. Hyde’s distinctive pivoting nozzle and adjustable weed/feed mixing
dispenser make this new water wand a versatile tool for weeding, feeding, cleaning and
watering in and around the garden.
The PivotPro™ Garden Water Wand attaches directly to your garden hose to
provide a fast, easy solution to all kinds of lawn and garden jobs, from fertilizing planting
beds, spraying weeds and misting hanging pots to cleaning muddy boots and
equipment when you’re done. Wand features include:
• A 3-setting spray nozzle (jet, fan and shower)
• A patented pivoting nozzle (just slide the handle to change the spray angle)
• A 16-ounce mixing dispenser with automated mix control for applying
fertilizer, weed inhibitors or cleaning solutions
• 46 inches of extra reach
This new generation of water wands was based on Hyde’s pivoting nozzle
technology, used previously on HYDE® spray painting equipment and pressure washer
wands. The PivotPro™ water wands were created to provide customized solutions for
common outdoor jobs. The PivotPro™ Boat & Auto, for example, has interchangeable
brushes for cleaning vehicles, while the PivotPro™ Outdoor Cleaning has attachments
for scrubbing decks, house siding, walkways, outdoor furniture and more.
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Like all PivotPro™ wands, the PivotPro™ Garden offers 46 inches or extra reach
and a pivoting nozzle that lets you to step back, relax and use the tool instead of your
body to reach in, over, under and around obstacles such as plantings. Its mix dispenser
can be removed for thorough washing, so the same PivotPro™ can be used with any
additive for weeding, feeding, watering and cleaning. Feeding the lawn? Just fill the
dispenser with concentrate, select a feed-to-water ratio and the tool takes care of the
rest.
The PivotPro™ Garden Water Wand, which was featured at the 2016 National
Hardware Show, is now available and in stock for distribution in the lawn and garden
section of home, hardware, farm and garden centers.
For more information on the HYDE® PivotPro (item #28476), visit hydetools.com
or contact Hyde Tools customer relations at (800) 872-4933. Click here to see the
video.
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